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Outline 

- Idea of simplified models for dark matter (SMDM)

- State of the art of (WIMPy) SMDMs
           
              - A specific example

- SMDM beyond WIMPs (I):  the strongly interacting
  
- SMDM beyond WIMPs (II): the feebly interacting

- Conclusions 



  

SMDM

- SMDM prequel: the EFT period 

CMS-PAS_EXO-12-048

Limitations at LHC:

Busoni+, 1307.2253

[Bai+, 1005.3797] (Tevatron)
[Fox+, 1103.0240] (LEP)



  

SMDM...
Solution: make mediators dynamical

(also in t-channel)

DM forum et al
Abdallah+,1409.2893, 1506.03116
Malik+,1409.4075
Abercrombie+,1507.00966
…

Spin-1

Spin-0



  

SMDM...
Solution: make mediators dynamical

- No problem with validity of events
- Recovers EFT limit for large mediator mass

- Introduces at least one more parameter

- Introduces a whole family of complementary searches

DM forum et al
Abdallah+,1409.2893, 1506.03116
Malik+,1409.4075
Abercrombie+,1507.00966
…

Alves+,1312.5281
Arcadi+,1401.0221

BRvis + BRinv = 1  



  

(leptophilic Z’)
Model:  Sequential Z’ + DM coupling

Arcadi+,1401.0221

Dilepton search
ATLAS, 1209.2535

Complementarity between Direct Mediator search and Direct Detection

Spin-Independent (LUX 1310.8214)



  

SMDM...
Where are we (going)?

- Discussing unitarity and gauge invariance of SMDM Kahlhoefer+,1510.02110

e.g. in a Z’ model:

… implies new physics above some scale Motivation to extend the 
model

… coupling to quarks implies coupling also to fermions Motivation to 
extend the searches 

Albert+,1703.05703

“keep it simple, it is only for illustration purposes”
v.s.

“make something as consistent as possible”

(very) personal take:



  

State of the art of SMDM...



  

One last example...

Plenty of constraints apart from monojet ones!
Banerjee+,1705.02327

Involving MET:
- ttA (A to DM)
-bbA (A to DM)

Not involving MET:
- tautau 
- ttbar
- dijet
-diphoton

Taking DM constraints 
seriously:

DM only survives in the 
“off-shell region”!!



  

enough on  WIMPs...

cross section
with matter

pbarn

barn

< pbarn



  

SIMPs

Isn’t it completely excluded? 
No (see next), but some acrobatics are needed 

 ULB – VUB collab.
De Bruyn+,1503.05505

Signature at the LHC:  Trackless jets (neutron-like signal)
                                     potentially No MET 

Mohapatra+,9906421
Bai+, 1109.6009



  

SMDM for SIMPs

Model viability provided:
 - asymmetric
   underabundant,
   Earth heat, 
         Mack+, 0705.4298
 - fermionic
   BH formation in neutron stars
         Kouvaris+, 1104.0382
        McDermott+, 1103.5472
 - repulsive potential with matter
   Heavy water, 
       Starkman+, ’90
       Burdin+, 1410.1374 

Other important constraints:
- Modification of nuclear potential
         Beane+, nucl-th/0008064
- Direct detection from airborne experiments
         (RSS, XQC, ...)
- (DM scattering off) Cosmic rays 
         Cyburt+, 0203240
- CMB and Large Scale Structure (*)
         Dvorkin+, 1311.2937 

De Bruyn+,1503.05505



  

Analysis and results
Main background: QCD jet pair production
                                    - track inefficiency 
                                         - rare jet fragmentation

Charged energy fraction
Variable:

De Bruyn+,1503.05505



  

cross section
with matter

pbarn

barn

< pbarn



  

Freeze-in in a nutshell
negligible

interaction rates 
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Characteristics:
 - prod. period depends on benchmark:   

- dark sector never thermalises 
   with itself
 - prod. via scatterings or decays

-Hall+,  0911.1120
-Blennow+,  1309.7348
-Bernal+,  1706.07442



  

FIMPs at the LHC

Type of signals: Long-lived particles  (seems like the topic of 2017!) 

Degenerate spectrum

Khoze+, 1702.00750
Mahbubani+, 1703.05327

Buchmueller+, 1704.06515
….

(and growing)

Very small couplings
DM

X
Y

for

Far from WIMP regime!

So...can it be freeze-in DM ?

Remember the original estimation...

Yes, it can !

 See next; several groups working on it right now
(including myself)



  

FIMPs at the LHC

   Two choices to increase coupling to   

Boltzmann 
suppression

[Co+,  1506.07532]

[Hessler+, 1611.09540]

Anyhow, if                                          :

          - For HL-LHC one may have some events inside the detectors

          -  If LLP is electrically charged it does not matter  [Gosh +, 1706.06815]

        - Increase mass-ratio as much as possible

        - Change production time lapse / cosmological history



  

Option #1: Increasing mass-ratio

 Ex #1:  Scotogenic FIMP [Hessler+, 1611.09540
  Molinaro+, 1405.1259
  Ma, hep-ph/0601226]

2nd Higgs doublet 3 fermionic singlets,
lightest is DM

-odd

Topology: displaced leptons or detector-stable charged particles

e.g.



  

Freeze-in SMDMs for the LHC

: decaying  particle (Z2-odd) : SM particle (even) : DM candidate (odd)

A classification exists according to   1)                   representation of

                                                                  2) spins of the particles  

[Buchmüller+, 1704.06515]

[LHWG 2017]

Other (less economical)  possibilities  are already considered 

e.g.

preliminary



  

Thoughts

- Simplified models are just a (reasonable) interpretation tool

   (discussion on  Consistency-vs-Implementability can be complicated)

- LHC is able to probe other DM scenarios, beyond WIMP paradigm

                  freeze-in is a quite promising framework!  

Thanks!
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